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Electrically assisted self-confinement and waveguiding in planar nematic
liquid crystal cells
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We report on spatial soliton formation and self/cross waveguiding in planar cells containing a
nematic liquid crystal in the presence of an externally applied voltage. Self-confinement and
cross-induced guidance are demonstrated with an Argon ion laser~514 nm! and a helium–neon
probe~633 nm!, respectively, over millimeter lengths and with milliwatt pump powers. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!01427-3#
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Spatial solitary waves or solitons have been investiga
in a variety of configurations and material systems beca
of their fundamental interest and potential applications in
optically reconfigurable interconnects and light-controll
switching.1,2 Very recently, after the pioneering work b
Braun et al.,3 spatial self-confinement has been experim
tally investigated in nematic liquid crystals~NLC! by
Warenghemet al. in capillaries filled with dye-doped NLC,4

and by Karpierzet al. in planar cells with homeotropically
aligned NLC.5 Such attention to NLC stems from their larg
~109 times greater than in CS2! and polarization dependen
nonlinearity which, reorientational in nature,6 allows the ob-
servation of a rich phenomenology despite the relativ
slow response.7 In experiments for the observation of se
focusing and spatial solitons in NLC, significant attenti
has been devoted to~a! reduce thermal contributions to th
nonlinear phenomena and~b! lower the required optica
power. To such extents, while external cooling was e
ployed in Ref. 3 in the presence of excitations as high
10 W, dye doping was used in Ref. 4 to further enhance
nonlinear optical response, while a hybrid field polarizati
was launched in homeotropic NLC cells in Ref. 5. In
cases, nevertheless, self-confinement was observed
short distances~hundreds of micrometers! and with nonneg-
ligible thermo-optic effects.

In this letter we undertake an approach towards the
servation of spatial solitons in planar NLC cells, applying
external voltage to eliminate the threshold inherent to
Fréedericks transition and defining an input interface to c
trol the field polarization. The latter was aimed at ensur
experimental repeatability while providing a nondepolariz
input beam; the former allowed an initial nonzero tilt of th
molecular directors with respect to the propagation wa
vector, thereby permitting strong reorientational effects
intensities,50 W/cm.5,7,8 In such a configuration, we hav

a!Electronic mail: assanto@ele.uniroma3.it
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observed diffractionless propagation of an Ar-ion beam o
millimeter distances with milliwatt powers, as well as th
all-optical formation of a channel guiding a weak He–N
probe.

The NLC can be modeled as a birefringent medium w
orientation locally described by a unit vector ordirector, the
spatial distribution of which is governed by elastic force
When a linearly polarized optical beam propagates in
NLC with a positive optical anisotropy it determines a torq
which tends to realign the director parallel to the elect
field. Assuming equal Frank constantsK for splay, bend, and
twist of the molecules,6,7 a beam of slowly-varying ampli-
tude A propagating alongz, and directors rotating in the
plane x–z defined by the optic axis and the electric fie
vector, the tilt û5u(A)2u rest with respect to the directo
orientation profile at restu rest is described by the elliptic
equation

4KF ]2û

]x2 1
]2û

]y2G1e0eauAu2 sin 2~ û1u rest!50, ~1!

with ea5ne
22no

2 the birefringence. The rest distribution i
the presence of a low-frequency electric field and in the n
row region traversed by the optical beam can be mode
heuristically by

u rest~z,V!5u0~V!1@u in2u0~V!#exp~2z/ z̄!, ~2!

with u0(V) the orientation distribution due to applied voltag
far from the input interface,u in the director orientation at the
boundaryz50, andz̄ a relaxation distance. Finally, the bea
amplitude will obey7,9

2ik
]A

]z
1F]2A

]x2 1
]2A

]y2 G1k0
2ea~sin2 u2sin2 u rest!A50,

~3!

with k5k0Ano
21ea sinurest the wave vector. For simplicity

we assumedk'k0Ano
21ea sin2 uo.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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u0 is zero without ac bias~i.e., planar alignment! and
saturates top/2 as the bias is increased beyond a few vo
for a NLC thickness of the order of 100mm.7 The approxi-
mations and models~1!–~3! above are valid provided th
optically induced reorientation is small and the optical be
propagates in a narrow region, far from top and bottom c
boundaries. In fact, considering a Kerr-like intensity dep
dent refractive index with a sin2 2u0 dependence,7,8 for u0

!p/2 the self-focusing powerPsf is much lower than re-
quired by the Fre´edericks transitionPF , with6,9

Psf5p2PF/2eak2 sin2 2u0 . ~4!

Integrating Eqs.~1!–~3! with u in5p/2, we verified the con-
sistency of the model and were able to compare the sys
behavior in the absence@Fig. 1~a!# and in the presence@Fig.
1~b!# of the external bias (u05p/4) for a linearlyx-polarized
Gaussian input beam with a power of 3.9 mW and a wais
3 mm. The formation and propagation of a self-confined so
tary wave is apparent in the contour map of Fig. 1~b!.

To demonstrate the self-confinement, we employe
planar glass cell with mylar spacers, indium–tin–oxide el
trodes and silicon–oxide films at the glass–NLC interfa
~Fig. 2!. The former allowed the application of an ac~1 kHz!
voltage across the 75mm thick crystal, while the latter en
sured the planar alignment of the NLC directors. Anoth

FIG. 1. Contour maps corresponding to numerical simulations from mo
~1!–~3!, with l5514 nm, waist53 mm, z̄>40 mm, input power 3.9 mW,
K5731027 g cm/s2, ea50.2, and~a! no bias, i.e.,u050, with bias, i.e.,
u05p/4.

FIG. 2. Sketch of the experiment. The cell is properly oriented with
x–y–z–u stage, and the input beam~s! collimated ~along z! and linearly
polarized.
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pretreated glass slide was used to define the input boun
u in5p/2 in z50 and, therefore, keep the light polarize
alongx. The cell was then filled up with the nematic ‘‘E7’
allowing light propagation over centimeter distances. A 5
nm beam from an Ar-ion laser was collimated to a wa
<2.5 mm using a 203 microscope objective and launched
the cell, well removed from bottom and top glass boundar
A microscope and a charge coupled device~CCD! camera
allowed us to collect the light scattered above the cell a
investigate the beam evolution in they–z plane, as sketched
in Fig. 2. If the absence of bias, the beam diffracted as in F
3~a!, which is the image collected for an input power
4.2 mW. By analyzing the scattered light and its polarizat
we could estimate az̄>50 mm, propagation losses of 5 cm21

and a divergence of nearly 5°, i.e., a Rayleigh distance c
to 55 mm. Within 30–40 s after the application of a 0.8
~root mean square! bias, however, after the initial rearrang
ment at the interface~z50–50 mm! the beam self-confined
and propagated in a diffractionless fashion, as shown in
3~b!. This behavior is, within experimental errors, a cle
indication of a three-dimensional~3D! spatial soliton. It
propagated with an unchanged waist over 20 times the
fraction length, covering distances in excess of 1.4 mm
essentially limited by the losses. To verify the reorientatio
nature of the nonlinearity, as used in models~1!–~3! above,
we repeated the experiments at diffraction input polari
tions, with and without bias. The results were always con
tent with the model and confirmed our interpretation. Wh
the power was raised to compensate for a smaller bias
nonidealx-polarized input, however, thermal effects and/
strong self-focusing occurred, resulting in instabilities a
beam breakups. Similarly, strongly focused or diverging
put beams led to uncompensated diffraction/lensing in
cell, as we will discuss in detail elsewhere. Finally, larg
biases well above 1.5 V reduced the response time of
NLC cell but also caused the saturation of the director re
entation, thereby impeding the soliton formation.

To further ascertain the nature of the effect, we a
co-launched a weak collinear He–Ne probe atl5633 nm
and verified that it was guided by the soliton only if cop
larized with it, demonstrating the nonthermal origin of th
nonlinear response. The He–Ne propagation correspon
to the two cases in Fig. 3 was studied with an additio

lsFIG. 3. CCD acquired images of the light scattered from thex-polarized
Ar1 beam in the cell,~a! with no external bias, and~b! 40 s after applying
a bias of 0.8 V at 1 kHz across the 75mm thick cell. The input power was
4.2 mW in both cases.
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band-pass filter in front of the CCD camera, and the res
are shown in Fig. 4. These pump-probe experimental res
demonstrate the formation of an all optically induced~polar-
ization sensitive! channel waveguide.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated 3D spatial solit
in electrically-biased planarly-oriented nematic liquid cry
tals. The observed solitons, at powers of a few milliwatts a
for propagation length orders of magnitude longer than
diffraction distance, are due to the reorientational nonline
ity and support the confinement of a copolarized weak sig
at a longer wavelength. Furthermore, since the director
reorientation is a nonresonant effect, the observed phen

FIG. 4. CCD images of the light scattered from the He–Ne beam~l5633
nm! co-launched and co-polarized with the Ar1 beam~same conditions as in
Fig. 3!. In ~a! the green soliton is not formed~no bias!, whereas in~b! the
soliton makes a channel supporting the guided-wave propagation o
weak ~30 mW! probe.
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ena are independent on the wavelength actually emplo
and could easily be reproduced in the 1.3–1.5mm spectral
regions of relevance for optical communications, where th
have important implications towards all optically reconfi
urable interconnects. We are presently extending our wor
the near infrared and to partially and totally incoherent lig
beams.10
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